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This article investigates the emergence, development and role of the newsreel during the Soviet 
period of Kazakh history. In particular, it focuses on the ‘Soviet Kazakhstan’ series, which was produced 
over six decades. The article stresses the value of the newsreel as an historical source, one relatively 
neglected in the past. It explores the reasons why the new Communist authorities were attracted to the 
newsreel, a mass medium that could play a central role in the building of a socialist society. It goes on 
to consider the relationship between the ‘message’ of newsreels and the ideological stance of the Com-
munist party – and particularly on those occasions when the two were literally ‘out of sync’. The article 
also investigates the subject matter of newsreels produced in the 1930s and 40s and the extent and 
nature of Party control. It discuss the changes of the 1960s, changes that allowed for a greater emphasis 
on character in addition to the simple portrayal of events. It argues, however, that these changes were 
modest and that, even in the 1980s, the predominant images were of factories and combine harvesters. 
It concludes that the newsreel played a central role in promoting acceptance of the principles of Com-
munism and, perhaps more prosaically, in raising hopes of a better future. While accepting that ‘Soviet 
Kazakhstan’ was always ideologically conditioned, the article contends that it did create an invaluable 
screen chronicle that reflected at least some aspects of reality. 
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Тарихты бейнелеу: «Кеңестік Қазақстан» киножурналы

 Қазіргі тарихнама кинохрониканы ХХ ғасырдағы мәдениеттің жеке өнімі және өзінің құқында 
маңызды тарихи дерек ретінде қарастырады. Кинохрониканың бейнелері шындық туралы 
біздің білімімізді біршама кеңейтуге көмектеседі және тіптен тарихтың өзінің табиғаты туралы 
түсінігіміздің өзгеруіне ықпал етеді. Кинохрониканың мазмұнын мұқият зерттеу, әрине, олардың 
тарихи деректердің тәуелсіз тобы ретіндегі құндылығын дәлелдейді. Талдаудың жаңа методын 
қолдануға тиісті мұндай зерттеу, ғылыми және қоғамдық білім берудің құралы ретінде, фильмді 
ендірумен байланысты бұған дейін аз зерттелген мәселелерді айқындауға көмектеседі. 1930 
жылдардан 1990 жылдарға дейін кинохрониканың Қазақстан халқының көпшілігі үшін бұқаралық 
ақпарат болмағанын, сондықтан да олардың ХХ ғасырдағы әлеуметтік және мәдени өзгерістерді 
зерттеуімізге жақсы мүмкіндік беретінін баса көрсету маңызды. Өткеннің дерегі ретінде баға 
берудегі кинохрониканың шынайы маңызы енді ғана айқын бола бастады. Оларды тек дәстүрлі 
(жазбаша) деректерді ғана қолдануға тырысқан тарихшылар қазірге дейін көбінесе мойындамай 
келді. Іс жүзінде кинохрониканы зерттеу қоғам мен идеялар әлемінде болып жатқандарды және 
ешқашан да баспалық немесе жазба деректерден алуға болмайтындарды көбірек қамтуы мүмкін. 
Сол себепті, кинохроникаларды бағалау бұл кезеңдегі аса маңызды идеяларды айқындай алады.
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Визуализация истории: Киножурнал «Советский Казахстан»

Современная историография рассматривает кинохронику как отдельный продукт культуры 
ХХ века и как важный исторический источник в их собственном праве. Кадры кинохроники 
позволяют существенно расширить наши знания о реальности и даже способствовать изменению 
представлений о природе самой истории. Тщательное исследование содержимого кинохроники, 
конечно, подтверждает их ценность как независимой группы исторических источников. Такое 
исследование, при котором должны применяться новые методы анализа, обещает пролить 
свет на доселе мало изученные проблемы, связанные с введением фильма в качестве средства 
общественного и научного обучения. Важно подчеркнуть, что с 1930-х до 1990-х годов ХХ века 
кинохроника было массовой информацией для большинства народа Казахстана и, следовательно, 
дает уникальное окно, через которое мы можем исследовать социальные и культурные изменения 
ХХ века. Только теперь это истинное значение кинохроники становится зримей, чтобы оценить 
его как источник прошлого. До недавнего времени они в значительной степени игнорировались 
историками, озабоченными применением только традиционных (письменных) источников. На 
самом деле, исследование кинохроники может обнаружить больше, что происходит в мире идей 
и общества и что никогда не может быть извлечено из печатных или письменных источников. 
Таким образом, оценка кинохроники может выявить наиболее важные идеи этого периода.

Ключевые слова: исторические источники, киноленты, кинохроника, аудиовизуальные 
документальные фильмы, киножурналы, кинематография, идеологические инструменты, 
политическая пропаганда, кинопроизводство, советская культура.

Introduction

Modern historiography regards newsreels both 
as distinctive products of the culture of the twentieth 
century and as important historical sources in their 
own right. Newsreels can significantly extend our 
knowledge of reality and even contribute to changed 
perceptions of the nature of history itself. Careful 
investigation of the contents of newsreels certain-
ly confirms their value as an independent group of 
historical sources. Such an investigation requires 
researchers to employ new techniques of analysis, 
yet it promises to throw considerable light on hith-
erto largely unexplored issues associated with the 
introduction of the film as a means of public and 
scientific instruction. It is important to stress that, 
from the 1930s until the 1990s, the newsreel was the 
mass medium for most of the people of Kazakhstan 
and hence provides a unique window through which 
we can explore the social and cultural changes of the 
20th century. Only now is the true significance of 
newsreels coming to be appreciated. Until recently 
they were largely disregarded by historians preoc-
cupied with traditional (written) sources. In reality, 
examination of newsreels can often reveal more 

about what was happening in the world of ideas and 
society than can ever be extracted from printed or 
written sources. Thus, newsreel examination can re-
veal the most important ideas of this period.

It is thus clear that the development of the cine-
ma was inseparably connected with politics through-
out the Communist period. In particular, in the case 
of the difficult area of documentary films, the choice 
of topics and their ideological expression and repre-
sentation was strictly controlled. This resulted in the 
production of material that, by later standards, ap-
pears too regimented, pompous, overelaborate and 
excessively emotive. Since the fall of Communism 
and the break-up of the Soviet Union, these issues 
have been extensively investigated by scholars both 
in Russia and in the West. Many foreign scholars 
have presented the Soviet cinema as an important 
dimension to the phenomenon and concept of Stalin-
ism. Thus Professor Richard Taylor, of the Univer-
sity of Wales, has examined the political factors that 
influenced the development of the Soviet art films – 
notably in their propensity to indulge in ideological 
cliché. Founder and editor of the series «KINO: The 
Russian & Soviet Cinema Series», Taylor has made 
a significant contribution to the study of the Sovi-
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et Cinema. His famous book (Richard Taylor, Ian 
Christie, 1994)) facilitated a new understanding of 
the history of Soviet cinema. For the first time, read-
ers could become acquainted with the most impor-
tant historical documents – which were also careful-
ly annotated and arranged – so that they could gain 
a sound understanding of the documents themselves 
and of the context in which they were produced. The 
books contains a large number of official documents 
(party and government) as well as the most impor-
tant manifestos, film reviews, articles and speeches. 
This compilation allowed those not fluent in Russian 
to understand the complex relationships between the 
various factors influencing the development of the 
Russian and Soviet cinema. For those interested in 
the Soviet cinema, Richard Taylor is also known for 
his profound analytical studies of major cult movies 
of the Soviet cinema, including: (Sergei Eisenstein, 
1925); (Michael Chiaureli, 1949); and (Ivan Pyr’ev, 
1949). (Taylor, 2000, 1993, 1998, 1999:143-159).

Recently more books and articles have appeared 
on the Soviet and post-Soviet cinema. An interest-
ing development has been that instead of the almost 
exclusive emphasis on the role of films as vehicles 
for Soviet propaganda in the context Soviet mass 
culture, the newer work also reflects trends and is-
sues in film studies throughout the world. But, how-
ever, commendable, in all of this there is a signifi-
cant omission. Until now very little attention has 
been given to material produced in and for non-Rus-
sian parts of the Soviet Union. This study attempts 
to address this problem, particularly in the case of 
Kazakhstan (Woll, 2000); (Birgit, 1999); (Graham, 
1999); (Kenez, 2000).

Results and discussion. Creation of the Ka-
zakh newsreel

The Filmphoto/phonodocuments that consti-
tute such an important source for the study of na-
tional history are to be found mainly in specialized 
and other institutions, often the same institutions 
that created the material in the first instance. They 
contain audiovisual information about the socio-
political, economic and cultural life of society. Most 
are concentrated into a single archive and cover the 
period from the 1920s onwards. At that time the 
new Bolshevik authorities were highly appreciative 
of the value of film in providing an exact record of 
events and in offering an efficient vehicle for pub-
lic instruction that could be used alongside periodi-
cals and newspapers. Indeed, film seemed to have a 
mass character appropriate for a socialist society. As 
early as 4 March 1918 the Presidium of the Moscow 

Council of workers’, soldiers’ and peasants’ depu-
ties had passed a resolution placing film enterprises 
under official control.

In subsequent years, this resolution laid the 
foundation for the passage of a number of laws, de-
fining the relationship between state and cinematog-
raphy. It certainly marked the first step towards the 
establishment of state control and censorship over 
all aspects of cinematic production and distribution. 
Hence, on 1 April 1918, the Cinema department of 
the People’s Commissariat of Education (Narkom-
pros) RSFSR was set up – the first specialized agen-
cy of Soviet power in the field of cinema. Produc-
tion and ideological issues were now increasingly 
determined centrally [Boltyansky, 1959:89]. By the 
end of 1918, the Bolshevik authorities had gained 
control of the vital elements, including ownership of 
materials needed for film making – films, stock and 
equipment – while subjecting all foreign made films 
to strict censorship. The production or hire of any 
documentary or other films were forbidden within 
the country without the permission of Narkompros’s 
Film committee.

In the Party program accepted at the VIIIth Con-
gress of the Russian Communist Party (RCP) (b), 
in March 1919, the cinema was identified as one of 
the main means through which the ideological work 
of the Party could be furthered. Special priority was 
to be given to the making of newsreels, a genre that 
was to become the party’s faithful servant in the 
dissemination of its propaganda for many decades. 
There can be no doubt that the nationalization of the 
motion picture industry represented a key element in 
the social, economic transformation upon which the 
Bolsheviks now embarked. A decree issued by SNK 
RSFSR on 27 August ‘‘Concerning the transition in 
the roles of the photographic and cinema industries 
in supporting the work of the National commissariat 
on education’’ led to the production and distribution 
of the first Soviet films.

Despite the highly centralizing intentions of 
these measures, in the 1920s, the Communists were 
still experiencing difficulty in collecting and pre-
serving photographic and film material relating to 
the Revolution and the earlier history of the Party. 
Thus on 4 February 1926 SNK RSFSR published 
a decree «Concerning the transfer to the Central ar-
chive RSFSR of negatives of pictures and the mov-
ies having historic-revolutionary interest». This 
measure proved crucial and ensured that material 
was properly stored and hence survived to be avail-
able for study by later historians – who came to rec-
ognize its value as a source of remarkable signifi-
cance and value. 
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Of course, the Bolsheviks saw the need to lo-
cate, collect and preserve audiovisual documents 
through the prism of their strategy of spreading 
their ideology through the tools of propaganda. 
Thus the Bolshevik leader, V. I. Lenin, declared, 
‘… of all the branches of the arts, the most im-
portant is cinematography: it is necessary to be en-
gaged in it first of all» [Lenin, 1973:163]. Indeed 
the assertion»… of all the arts, for us the most im-
portant is the cinema» became axiomatic in Soviet 
society. The social and cultural role of the cinema 
was defined in very similar terms in subsequent 
Party directives:

The political role of the Soviet cinema is to pro-
mote the display of new socialist elements in the 
economy, in public relations, in life, in the identity 
of the person and in the fight against the remnants 
of the old system, in order to further the education 
of the masses and their organization towards the 
achievement of the cultural, economic and political 
tasks of the proletariat and its party …, to cover his-
torical events and public phenomena from a class 
perspective; to the distribution of general knowl-
edge and the international education of the masses; 
to overcoming nationalist prejudices and provincial 
limitations, through the cinema, familiarizing the 
masses with all the achievements of Soviet culture, 
to provide leisure and entertainment but in such as 
way that the material used in the cinema organizes 
the thoughts and feelings of the viewer in the direc-
tion necessary for the proletariat … (From the reso-
lution of All-Union party, 1928) (CSGA RK, Ibid F. 
81, in. 1, c.1376:3). 

It was also clear that the cinematic propaganda 
was most likely to be successful in areas where the 
people had not yet seen films. Above all that meant 
«in the villages and in the East».

Of the various types of cinematic productions, 
the authorities gave preference to the newsreel. 
Without the cinema, the new regime would have 
found it difficult to get its message over in areas 
where literacy levels were low. The newsreel ap-
peared to be the answer – providing pictures and 
later pictures and sound, accessible to all. In other 
words, the newsreel was the universal medium of 
propaganda. In May 1918, a group of workers in the 
Film department of Narkompros RSFSR released 
the first numbers of Film week which covered events 
of political importance that had occurred anywhere 
in the country.

A newsreel was the ideal instrument to put for-
ward the party’s plans and to show how these plans 
were being realized. The new and exciting medium 
could be used to present the party in the most attrac-

tive way possible and to convince the rest of society 
of its vision, heroism and competence. It is hardly 
surprising that the authorities gave newsreels such 
priority. 

In the years after the Revolution, there were no 
film making facilities in Kazakhstan, but, in 1927, a 
newsreel department was created in the «Sovkino’s» 
film studio. In 1931 the department was reorganized 
into an All-Union studio for newsreels and given the 
name «Soyuzkinokhronika». Today, about 18 re-
leases of newsreel and sound recordings from 1925, 
1927, 1929-1932 are stored in the Central state ar-
chive of film documentaries of the Republic of Ka-
zakhstan. Some newsreels, for 1935-1936, appear to 
have been removed by employees of the film studio. 
The incomplete run of newsreels suggest that the 
national film fund was only interested in newsreels 
that had a direct bearing on the republic’s history. 
The facts of the loss of these film materials should 
not be kept hidden. Here it is worth noting that films 
made in the territory of Kazakhstan were produced 
in two separate Sovkino studios: the Middle Volga 
studio served the southern part of the republic and 
Siberian studio served the northern region. Today, 
as part of the ‘Cultural heritage program’ the staff 
of the National audiovisual archive is conducting an 
active search for film and other material relating to 
the history of our fatherland in the 1920s and 30s. 
Surviving newsreels contain material about the con-
struction of the capitals of Kazakhstan, Kzyl-Orda 
(1925) and Alma-Ata (1930) and celebrations to 
mark the tenth anniversary of the Bolshevik revo-
lution (1927). Some stories highlight the building 
of the Turksib (Turkestan-Siberia) railway, cotton 
cultivation in southern Kazakhstan and the breed-
ing of top quality horses at the Kegensky stud in the 
Almaty area. Industrial subjects also figure promi-
nently, including the development of the Karaganda 
coal basin and the Embaneft oil field. 

Responsibility for the release and distribution of 
regular newsreels was assigned to the All-Russian 
trust – to the Vostokkino Joint-stock company which 
besides production of films also engaged in mass ob-
servation projects. According to some researchers, 
«Vostokkino’s» Kazakhstan studio was used to pro-
duce regular releases of the newsreel «Latest news». 
However, the author managed to find only a limited 
number of films in this studio including «Fifth an-
niversary of Kazakhstan» (1925), «Turksib» (1929), 
and «A national regiment» (1930). Judging by the 
conclusions of the commission of Kultprom of Re-
gional committee of All-Union Communist Party 
(bolsheviks) set up to monitor the implementation 
of directives on the cinematic industry in KASSR 
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and which reported on 31 June 1931, Vostokkino’s 
Kazakhstan studios had not been particularly ac-
tive in the previous half year. The studios had been 
idle for much of the time and work was limited to a 
chronicle sketch entitled «Turksib is going», some 
stories about the work of VII congress of Councils 
of KASSR, May Day celebrations, a pioneer meet-
ing and a sowing campaign (CSGA RK, Ibid F. 30, 
in. 2, 592:7-8). But it is also possible that much 
more had been done and that this was now removed 
or sent to Moscow for recycling, a practice common 
at the time due to lack of material resources. It is 
also possible that material was incorporated in the 
all-union chronicle «Soyuzkinozhurnal» as similar 
plots were needed there. 

Perhaps most intriguingly, part of the problem 
seems to have been that ‘message’ of some of the 
newsreels did not coincide with the current ideo-
logical stance of the Party; offending material was 
particularly likely to be removed or destroyed. The 
problem is likely to have been particularly acute in 
1928 when the policies associated with the NEP 
were abandoned in favour of rapid collectivization 
and industrialization. The maintenance of ideologi-
cally correct content was a constant preoccupation 
with the authorities. Thus a meeting of the Secretar-
iat of Kazkraykom of All-Union Communist Party 
(bolsheviks) held on 23 April 1928 expressed con-
cerns about the differences between the ideological 
stance of the party and the contents of newsreels, 
which did not accurately reflect the recent economic 
progress of the country. Narkompros was instructed 
to ensure that these issues should be addressed ap-
propriately, while it was stressed that care must be 
taken to avoid including filmed extracts of sensitive 
discussions and meetings (CSGA RK, Ibid, F. 30, 
in. 6, 19:112).

The technical, material and personnel problems 
which arose in the production and distribution of 
newsreels were bound to affect their impact on au-
diences. Thus the authorities in Kazakhstan were 
forced to admit that, at least for the time being, the 
newsreel had not yet become «a loud-hailer and the 
tool of ideological re-education of workers». Insuf-
ficient attention had been given to party and govern-
ment attempts to educate ‘backward cultural minori-
ties’ and give them greater involvement in ‘socialist 
construction» by means of cinematic propaganda. 
The Kazakhstan authorities were so concerned that 
they asked for help from the central government to 
set up their own film production. This idea had been 
under discussion since 1927 but was only realized 
in 1934, when the Almaty studio made a newsreel. 
From this beginning a regular series of newsreels 

were developed under the title of «Soviet Kazakh-
stan». The newsreels consisted of short clips cover-
ing important events in all spheres of activity in Ka-
zakhstan. The following facts reveal the high value 
placed on newsreels in ideological education and 
objectives. Having declared itself the agency of the 
Regional committee of All-Union Communist Party 
(bolsheviks) and SNK KASSR, the government of 
Kazakhstan resolved to allot 75 thousand roubles to 
pay for the production of six newsreels. Additional 
finance came from other state institutions, includ-
ing the People’s Commissariats for Education, Sup-
plies and Agriculture (Ibid F. 30, in. 2, arch. № 
1149:171); (Ibid F. 30. in. 3, c. 9:172); (Ibid F. 30, 
c.1068:120). In the following year – 1935 – the au-
thorities financed a sound newsreel on the fifteenth 
anniversary of Kazakhstan (Ibid, F. 30, in. 4, arch. 
№ 450:22). The Almaty studio was now producing 
twelve numbers of «Soviet Kazakhstan» per year. 
The content of these newsreels focused on events 
reflecting the political and ideological climate of the 
time. 

 
«Soviet Kazakhstan» as the ideal of Soviet 

power on the screen

In the Issues of the ‘’Soviet Kazakhstan» the 
most significant political events were highlighted. 
These included the celebration of the 21st anniver-
sary of the October Revolution, the 20th anniversary 
of Kazakhstan, the Third congress of the Commu-
nist Party of Kazakhstan, the Third congress of the 
Lenin Communistic Union of Youth and election 
campaigns. The newreels also contained reports of 
party and workers’ meetings, the sentencing of a 
group of Trotskyists by the Military Board of the 
Supreme Court of the USSR, granting independence 
of Finland, the entry of the Baltic republics into the 
USSR and celebrations marking the issue of labour 
books and passports. There was great emphasis on 
economic developments; coal and mining projects, 
light industry and railway construction all featured. 
The propaganda element was always strong with 
great emphasis on the achievements of industry and 
agriculture. Collective farms received special atten-
tion – how they were reaching their targets early or 
producing more food than planned, how their work-
ers were participating enthusiastically in seasonal 
campaigns and taking part in wonderfully success-
ful exhibitions. In short, the newsreels were seeking 
to promote the key features of the new Soviet way 
of life. 

The same message was advanced in others ar-
eas of life. Pieces on the building of kindergartens, 
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schools, hospitals and movie theaters, on improve-
ments in literacy and on the opening of institutions of 
higher education and their activities, etc. were regu-
larly highlighted in magazines. Each newsreel had 
a sports section – in the context of ‘the fight against 
the external and internal class enemy». There were 
also items on air defences, shooting competitions, 
mountaineering and pilot training. 

Each newsreel consisted of between five and 
seven stories reflecting one overall theme. The sub-
jects and outline of the newsreel were always sub-
ject to close control and needed the approval first of 
regional party committees and then of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Kazakhstan. 
Items on industry, transport and agriculture were 
subject to particularly close scrutiny and comments. 
A typical response was ‘Use of colour in excess of 
the plan’ on a piece about the work of the engineer 
Oleg Sabitov. Furthermore the studio was instructed 
to consult the Balkhash city party committee. Apart 
from control of story lines, intervention in the tech-
nological aspects of film making was commonplace. 
In other words the authorities controlled not just 
the story lines but also how these would appear on 
the screen. For example, when in 1946 N. Kanonov 
planned an item entitled ‘Water wheels for the vil-
lage’ for newsreel no 14, he was told to revise the 
project in a way that «would allow it to emphasize 
the large scale production of the new five-year plan, 
and also stress the drama and heroism of construc-
tion.’ The existing plot was ‘unreal’ because it did 
not adequately reflect national progress (CSGA RK, 
F. 1708, in. 1, c. 293:4); (arch. № 521). When film-
ing, directors had to be careful about all aspects of 
the subjects in front of their cameras. In particular, 
films about economic progress could never include 
shots of dilapidated farmyards or people wearing 
worn out clothes (Ibid, F. 1708, in. 1, c. 293:11; c. 
731:33).

Directors preparing the next release of a news-
reel had to adhere strictly to their instructions. In 
archival deposit No. 1708 – Film studios «Kazakh-
film» of the Ministry of Culture of KAZSSR – there 
are documents that illustrate the process. Thus M. 
Sagimbayev, the director of newsreels 21-41 of 
1951 was told that an item about the Karaganda re-
gion entitled «By winter we are ready» had to be 
produced in coordination with the party Regional 
Committee. The film dealing with cattle farming in 
a remote region should begin with a general plan of 
the area, followed by pictures of new and repaired 
accommodation for cattle, fodder storage facilities, 
workers’ housing, a red yurta and the veterinary 
centre (Ibid F. 30, Ibid, c.777:174).

Newsreels had to highlight actions by the au-
thorities in specially designated areas. Thus follow-
ing a letter from the Resettlement Department of 
the Council of Ministers of the USSR, the Ministry 
of Cinematography of KAZSSR undertook to pro-
duce regular newsreels featuring the development 
of industry, agriculture, culture and construction in 
the new settlements. Film studios were required to 
provide monthly reports on their work to the Min-
istry of Cinematography of the USSR [CSGA RK, 
Ibid, 665:60]. Themes of newsreels tended to fol-
low official resolutions. Thus on 1 April 1952, the 
Central Committee of KP (b) of Kazakhstan issued 
instructions ‘Concerning measures for the improve-
ment of training and education of Kazakh girls at 
schools and special colleges and higher educational 
institutions’. Soon after newsreels appeared with 
titles such as: «Pathway to knowledge» – about pu-
pils at the Chimkent boarding school No. 7; «Future 
Teachers» – about the training of teachers at the Ka-
zakh Female Teacher Training College of M. Ma-
metova; and «Young talents» – about examination 
honours achieved by students at the State Conserva-
tory (arch. № 279:280, 292).

Inevitably, rigid regulation of the themes and 
structures of newsreels compromised the profes-
sional skills and integrity of the film makers. In es-
sence they were compelled to produce a distorted 
image of reality. They were given very precise or-
ders as to the kind of reality they should display. In 
stories about harvesting they were told not to include 
shots of the secretary of the district committee, the 
agronomist or the chairman of the collective farm, 
’’pouring wheat from palm to palm.» Instead, they 
should concentrate on what really mattered; to por-
tray events and life in terms of the work, struggles 
and achievements of the advanced Homo sovieticus 
(Ibid, F. 1708, arch. № 665:169-170).

The close, even stifling control of film making 
lifted somewhat in the 1960s. There was then some-
thing of what researchers have called a ‘Thaw’, a 
time when a degree of criticism was possible and 
national schools of cinematography were founded. 
Modern film experts, when discussing the cinema 
of the 1930s to the 1950s use such terms as «mytho-
logical productions of Stalin’s ideology», «grandi-
ose front doors» and «glossing over the truth». They 
argue, however, that in the 1960s, Soviet cinema 
came under the influence of «a new wave» of cin-
ematography developed in France and Italy. This 
‘cinema verite’ involved the abandonment of deco-
rative effects, overblown rhetoric and magnificence 
in favour of a search for reality. Now the call was 
for democratization in art, as cinematographers shot 
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their films in a free and natural documentary man-
ner, with real interiors, implicitly and sometimes ex-
plicitly rejecting the «decorative» cinema of the Sta-
lin era. They also paid greater attention to the deep 
psychological analysis of the personality rather than 
to the simple portrayal of events. 

As in earlier times, the newsreel reflected the 
current trends in Kazakh society. Some aspects, 
notably lighting techniques and subjects – party, 
industry, agriculture, cultural life and sport – re-
mained unchanged. But there were also significant 
differences, story lines now included criticism of 
the bureaucracy, and revelations of formalism and 
mismanagement. Some went too far for the authori-
ties and the scripts of special newsreels, such as 
«Protect the honour of the city» (1957-1961, 1965) 
were considered «not typical» and «alien» phenom-
ena for a socialist society. Yet it was in the 1960s 
that Kazakh documentary film makers realized their 
plans through thematic newsreels including: «Our 
Magnitogorsk» (1960, 1962-1965), «Virgin Edge» 
(1962-1965) «Kazakhstan Sports» (1965-1970), 
«Art» (1966-1970, 1972), «Pioneering» (1966-
1968). These newsreels circulated quite widely and 
helped to acquaint audiences in neighboring areas 
with news of developments in Kazakhstan.

These newsreels often featured interviews with 
leaders of industry, scientists and artists and rep-
resentatives of various professions. This was in 
marked contrast to the emphasis of earlier news-
reels where the main objective had been to create 
images of collective work – that is in line with the 
prevailing Soviet ideological stance which played 
down the significance of the individual personality. 
Previously, the individual personality was seen only 
as an element of social production and a reflection 
of the values of socialism. Now story lines began 
to include more than discussion of the professional 
qualities of individuals and their contribution to so-
cial production. Subjects were placed in a broader 
context with references to family life, living con-
ditions and leisure activities. Some of these trends 
were linked to technical innovations – such as lenses 
with a focal length of 18 mm., narrow movie camera 
for 16 mm. films, new sound recording systems – 
which facilitated such things as slow motion or ac-
celerated, synchronous filming, etc.).

An important resolution was passed at an All-
Union meeting of film directors and writers held 
in Moscow in April 1959. The meeting discussed 
the problems of all-Union and local film making 
and those of the periodical press in the light of 
decisions taken at the 21st Congress of CPSU. 
Having noted the prevailing thematic monotony 

and standard coverage of events in film plots, the 
meeting appealed to directors to do more than 
make films about new buildings, factories and 
cities or the plan to modernize agriculture – ‘the 
tselina epopee’ that would bring about a massive 
increase in grain output by 1965 by bringing the 
virgin lands of Kazakhstan under the plough. It 
was hoped that directors would find a place in 
their newsreels for items on the lives of the hith-
erto invisible ‘little people’ – the post man, the 
hairdresser, the newspaper seller, etc. (CSGA RK. 
F. 2128, in. 1, c.14:12-16).

An appeal like this would have been inconceiv-
able in the days when story lines had to conform to 
a very narrow range of themes and treatments. The 
initiative was discussed step by step and in detail in 
film studios, arts councils and in the department of 
cinematography in the ministry responsible for the 
promotion of science and culture reporting to the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ka-
zakhstan. 

Yet how much had really changed? Using ad-
ministrative levers of thematic planning of plots, the 
authorities presented proletarian and collective-farm 
cycles as the main repertoire priority in newsreels. 
The new orders were interpreted in a fairly conser-
vative way. The lasting impression of newsreels 
made in the 1970s and 80s is still one of images of 
‘ranks of smoking chimneys, forests, avalanches of 
coal and ore, construction cranes and columns of 
combine harvesters.’ Some film makers protested 
against continued interference in the film making 
process. Later Resolutions of the Central Committee 
of CPSU on measures for the further development 
of Soviet cinematography spoke of:

… A rise in quality, in ideology and art levels 
in documentaries, popular scientific and educational 
movies and newsreels, displaying communist cre-
ativity, furthering the education of the new person 
and implementing the ideas of the immortal Lenin 
leading to historic success in the social transforma-
tion of the world. 

But for all the partial liberalization of the 1960s, 
the state still felt entitled to issue instructions to film 
makers – perhaps a little less blunt than in the past, 
but still requiring them to follow the official ideo-
logical line (The Resolution of the Central Commit-
tee of CPSU, 1972). 

Conclusion

From the 1920s until the end of the Soviet 
Union, documentary cinema remained a powerful 
instrument of propaganda. The general model of 
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official ideology defined its main objective, which 
consisted of inculcating the minds of the masses 
with an appreciation of the excellence of the prin-
ciples of Communism and the magnitude of the 
achievements of the Soviet system – while holding 
out the prospect of an even better future. The role 
of the communist cinema was well summed up by 
Paul Schaffer, film correspondent of Berliner Tage-
blat. Schaffer declared «The movie made by the 
state serves to depict a not yet existing world and as 
well as providing instruction in the everyday rules to 
be observed in such a state of ideal perfection …», 
(Troyanovsky, 2002: 212). It is certainly true that 
the progress and achievement of Kazakhstan Soviet 
society are encapsulated in newsreels that tell us 
much about the enthusiasms, hopes and beliefs of 
the millions of people who were ready to work so 
hard to build a good and fair world. 

For almost the whole of the Communist period, 
from the 1930s to the beginning of the 1990s, the 
main objective of «Soviet Kazakhstan» was to func-
tion as an agitation and propaganda tool to sustain 
and strengthen the existing political, social and 
economic system. Together with other branches of 
the mass-media, it brought news of what was hap-
pening inside and outside the country to the people 
of Kazakhstan. Given that newsreels provide short 
versions of our history, it is entirely correct to place 
them in the category of historical sources with con-
siderable potential to reveal more about Kazakhstan 
in Soviet times. 

Even if they are ‘authoritarian’ and ideologi-
cally conditioned, the newsreels record real facts, 
involving real people and clearly delineated times 

and locations, and hence those who see them 
should not be too skeptical as to their authentic-
ity. In any case, through their ability to create a 
visible, dynamic image of real life, the film was 
the imprinted history of the time, the invaluable 
screen chronicle. Today it is impossible to overes-
timate the importance of the events, the shape of 
historical people, figures of culture and science, 
the different traditions and callings, the landscape 
and environment all captured on the screen. The 
historical value of documentary filming increases 
over time: the film stores in itself the movement 
of lost times, the image of people in their origi-
nality. Thanks to the truth of film documents, the 
past becomes the spiritual property of the present, 
although often perceived and interpreted differ-
ently by successive generations. The live reality 
and its screen image come into the closest time 
contact. Thus the documentary cinema not merely 
preserves the past – as it were mummifying lost 
time – but actually includes it in the present and 
serves as a transmission medium of historical and 
cultural information.

Of course, like other historical sources, film doc-
uments require a reliability check. The well-known 
critic and historian of cinema, George Sadoul, when 
emphasizing the value of a newsreel, also reminds 
us that «it is necessary to define the chronicle con-
trolled directly or not directly by the government as 
reproducing the official point of view of an era in 
which it appeared». The essential paradox that film 
materials «criticized with all severity … become in 
the future the main source for historians» (Medush-
evskaya, 1983:117).
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